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Exploration of the ocean is still one of the greatest challenges facing humankind. 

In the last decades our knowledge has increased considerably, thanks mainly to 

technological advances such as remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and manned 

underwater vehicles, as well as new acoustic techniques that allow us to see 

the sea floor on a computer screen and even discover what lives there. However, 

it is estimated that we have only discovered around 10 % of the ocean and the 

exploration and discovery of the unknown is one of the most exciting tasks facing 

humans today. Sadly, the ocean has been greatly abused, humankind has not only 

overexploited the resources and often altered its dynamics but we have also used 

it as a huge rubbish dump. Increasing our knowledge of the ocean is vital for its 

preservation and conservation.

The aim of this book is to share the adventure of this discovery of the ocean with 

the reader. We will be guided by two youngsters who will use their extraordinary 

observation abilities and their imagination to guide the reader on an imaginary 

journey, which is at the same time very real. Our explorers, Anna and Iñaki, will 

use a strategy to help us better understand and “envision” the marine 

environment: they will search for similarities and parallels observed between 

the air (or land) environment and the marine environment. During the journey 

they will use different techniques to show us what they see. On land they will 

walk, travel in vehicles or fly in light aircraft. In the sea they will use a variety of 

techniques, equipment and technology ranging from simple exploration using a 

snorkel to the use of diving gear, underwater robots and manned vehicles, as well 

as indirect techniques to show us everything they discover in the oceans.

Readers will be able to see different organisms, discover their life processes and 

the relationships between these organisms and between them and the 

environment, in addition to observing habitats and landscapes. In each of the 

cartoon panels a connection will be created between what Iñaki sees and explains 

on land, and what Anna sees and explain about the sea. Their journey, with more 

than 100 stages, will help the reader to “envision” and discover the ocean in a 

different way. The primary objective of this book is for the reader to understand 

the value of being a good observer and for him or her to put into practice this 

observational and relational ability. We want readers to use their imagination 

when they look at their surroundings but also to use their knowledge, allowing 

them to “see” the ocean and feel closer to it. 

We believe that this will make it easier to love and appreciate the ocean 

and therefore, for people to more likely 

be concerned about conserving it.
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List of icons to ensure a better 
understanding for the reader

Expanded observation / Zoom

Observation with binoculars

Observation by satellite

Observation from the plane

Observation by computer

Observation under the microscope

Work vehicle

Observation using snorkel and mask

Observation using diving gear

Observation using multiparameter probes

Observation using an ROV

Observation from a submarine

Land Sea
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Anna and Iñaki start their day by the sea. Not just any day. They are here to answer a question: Are the land and sea 

similar? The starting place is, at the same time, the place their paths diverge...

Ready? Have you got everything you need? Mobile charged? I need to know what you can see at all times...

Yes, don’t worry... Don’t you think it’s a bit ambitious to say that we’ll find more than 100 similarities between 
the land and the sea?
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Oh, come on! You’re not going to back out now, are you? I’m dying to know what’s out there, waiting for me in 
the sea and for you on land. Ready?

Ready! Let’s go. Anna, you’ll need to have your diving gear ready... and you should definitely make the most of 
your place on the research vessel García del Cid!

Marine scientists use a wide range of direct and indirect techniques to study marine organisms and 
ecosystems. Coastal zones and shallow waters are usually explored by swimming underwater or using 
diving gear. To explore deeper areas or those far from the coast, research vessels are used. 
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I still haven’t seen many of the devices they use on board but I can’t wait to operate the ROV!

Go on, admit it, you’re a bit worried about having to go on a submarine...

Deep sea areas, such as continental shelves and slopes, are usually explored using remotely operated vehicles 
(ROVs) or manned underwater vehicles. These devices allow deep-sea environments to be explored without 
disturbing them and for very selective samples to be taken. The samples and images obtained during 
oceanographic expeditions are processed and studied in the laboratory afterwards. 
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Yeah, what about you? You’re not only going to be travelling by car... make sure you take some travel sickness 
pills when you have to go in the plane.

Stop teasing... I’m just glad I haven’t... got L-plates on the 4x4 anymore. Right, speak soon and... take care!

Scientists on land also use a huge variety of techniques to explore ecosystems and study organisms. Short distances 
are usually explored on foot, whilst medium or large areas are explored using vehicles or planes. Samples and 
images obtained in the field are later studied in the laboratory.
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The swifts are preparing to travel... Like me! Anna, did you know they catch their food just by opening their 
mouths whilst they’re flying?

Yes, I did! I’ve just seen three manta rays swimming along filtering the water. I’ve taken a sample of the water 
around them and I can see loads of planktonic organisms in it! I’ll video it for you!

Swifts and swallows feed on the plankton in the air, called aeroplankton. Many marine animals feed on 
the organisms that form the plankton. The plankton and the aeroplankton are typically comprised of a very 
diverse group of organisms, which drifts along on the ocean currents in the case of the plankton, and on 
the air currents in the case of the aeroplankton. 
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Wow! A beautiful epeirid moving towards a fly trapped in its web!

Iñaki! This gorgonian has its polyps extended... and I can see some copepods that have become trapped! 
This looks like a sort of spider web too.

In the sea, suspension feeding, in other words feeding on what the ocean current carries, is a common 
strategy among many of the invertebrates that live attached to the sea floor. By stretching out their 
branches, each one with numerous polyps, animals like gorgonians form genuine nets that catch the 
organisms carried by the currents, which they then feed on.
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What a racket those starlings are making! But what an incredible swooping mass... It looks like one huge 
animal moving through the air!

Wow! The shoal of fish I’m watching looks enormous too... They’re fighting off some swordfish that are trying 
to eat them!

Birds and fish gather together in flocks or shoals, respectively, to move about, reproduce and to feed. This social 
behaviour increases their ability to defend themselves against predators, as well as increasing their success when 
feeding or reproducing.
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I haven’t seen a swallowtail butterfly caterpillar since I was younger... I used to always search for them among 
the fennel stalks.

Iñaki, I can do better than that... Have you ever seen where jellyfish come from? You’ll never guess...

Metamorphosis is a biological process whereby an immature organism reaches maturity passing through different 
stages, during which a series of drastic physiological and morphological changes occur. Cnidarians, molluscs, 
echinoderms, arthropods, fish, amphibians and tunicates are all groups of animals that metamorphose.
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I can hear a male capercaillie singing... It’s trying to impress a female. He’s so striking, whereas she is very 
discretely coloured.

Male Mediterranean rainbow wrasses are very different from the females too.

Sexual dimorphism is a characteristic found in many species: the male and female adults of the same species 
are morphologically different (colouring or size) beyond the differences in their sexual organs. 
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Yum! Loads of wild strawberries, how many am I going to eat... Hey, loads of them have those things. What are 
they called, it begins with an S... I bet you won’t find that in the sea Anna!

Ha, wrong! The sea is full of animals that reproduce asexually, just like plants on land. Mind you, there’s no way 
I’m eating a piece of sponge... but I will take this small piece that’s fallen off and “plant it” in the seabed. 

A stolon is a branching structure, often horizontal to the organism’s body, which some plants, fungi and sessile 
animals use to colonise the area around them. A new organism, identical to the mother organism, can 
develop from a stolon.
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Wow! I’ve just seen a chameleon... They’re really difficult to find here in Europe. It’s changing colour... a 
potential mate is nearby!

Eeek! I just frightened a cuttlefish by accident. It escaped among the rocks changing colour almost instantly. 

Chromatophores are cells found in the skin of some organisms that are full of pigments, enabling them 
to rapidly change colour. These colour changes are a form of communication between them, as well as a way 
of catching prey or hiding from predators.
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I’m going to stop for a break in this meadow. By the way Anna, am I right in thinking that there are no true plants 
in the sea? 

Wrong! In fact, in the Mediterranean we have different species of marine plants, which are protected, like 
Posidonia. They have roots, flowers and fruit, but not many people know that. By the way, don’t forget, I set sail today!

The root is an organ that vascular plants have. In general, roots are found underground and mainly serve 
as a way for plants to anchor themselves to the substrate and absorb water and inorganic nutrients.
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It got late and was already dark when I saw a spot of light on the path: it was a beautiful firefly. 

Down here I can’t be sure if it’s day or night... but there are lots of animals that create light in this darkness. 
Sometimes it’s as if we were navigating through the universe surrounded by hundreds of stars!

Bioluminescence is a mechanism used by some organisms to emit light to communicate, defend themselves 
and/or attract mates or possible prey. Bioluminescence can be found in fungi, insects, many invertebrates and 
marine bacteria and fish.
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What beautiful trees! These paper-bark tea trees have male and female flowers on the same tree. I’m going to
take a closer look at some carnivorous plants I’ve just seen.

Well, here there are corals with male and female polyps in the same colony. By the way, don’t you think some 
bivalves look just like carnivorous plants?

Monoecism can be seen in plants and animal colonies where the male and female reproductive organs, or the
male or female individuals, are found on the same individual or colony but in differentiated parts.
Convergent evolution creates analogous structures or those, morphologically-speaking, that are very similar to 
organisms of different evolutionary lineage. This is the case of carnivorous plants and some bivalve molluscs, 
among many others.
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My maths teacher always said that nature is full of geometric shapes and that the hexagons in beehives 
“made the most of the space”...

Didn’t your teacher also tell you that in the sea many corals also have geometric patterns and that hexagons 
are used here too to make the most of the available space?

Modularity is a fairly widespread phenomenon in nature and involves the repetition of discrete units that can 
coexist independently from one another. Sometimes, the shape of the colonies of other structures are created 
by fractal expansion. 
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I think I’m about to witness a battle between a hedgehog and a snake!

Here the sea urchins and snakes get on well... I’m off, I’ve just seen a sea snake and they’re really poisonous!

Organisms belonging to very different lineages are often morphologically very similar. This is the case of sea 
urchins and hedgehogs, and of sea snakes and those found on land.
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I can tell I’m getting closer to an urban area. I was watching a tractor ploughing a field and thinking that my 
sister always says that ploughing completely changes the soil and then I came across a whole load of rubbish 
at the side of the path. Disgusting! I don’t understand why humans have to be so filthy.

Don’t think the same doesn’t happen in the sea. Studying the images of fishing grounds, I’ve seen so much rubbish... 
The problem is, it’s not so visible here, which is why it doesn’t appear to matter that we throw rubbish into the sea. I’m not 
sure if that makes me angrier or if seeing the grooves left by the trawl nets does. They leave everything stripped and bare.

Rubbish or refuse is waste created by humans that is deliberately or accidentally disposed of in the environment,
leading to very serious environmental problems.Trawling is a type of fishing that involves dragging a net along the 
sea floor. The result is similar to when a field is ploughed. This is one of the most destructive types of fishing and 
is an active method.
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Hmmm... and then there’s the issue of intensive livestock farming. I don’t think we’re aware of the impact it has on 
the environment. And, when I left the farm, I came across a net for catching birds. I hope it’s an ornithologist’s net 
and that they’re catching the birds to tag them... I think I’ll head to the mountains.

Uff, I’m not sure the impact of fish farms is any better. I’m really sceptical about aquaculture. I think I’d rather see passive fishing 
methods being used, like trammel nets. I can’t see many fish caught in them and those that have been caught are still alive.

Aquaculture is a method of breeding aquatic organisms under controlled conditions. Currently a wide variety of fish, 
crustaceans and molluscs are produced using this method. 
Trammel net fishing is a method that uses three overlaping nets. The nets are set and maintained in a vertical position 
using buoys at the top and lead weights at the bottom. When the fish swim into the net they become entangled. 
This is a passive fishing method.
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Aaahhh! A breath of clean air! I’ll take some lichen samples to study under the microscope. Did you know that lichens 
are formed when algae and fungi combine and that some are used as atmospheric pollution indicators?

I certainly did! There are animals in the sea too that are very sensitive to the water quality and that also live 
in association with algae. I assume you know what I’m talking about, right?

Mutualism is an intimate and long-lasting symbiotic relationship, which generally occurs between organisms 
of different species. From this relationship, the two organisms mutually benefit. This is the case of lichens and 
of tropical corals.
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It’s so humid here, there are even mushrooms! These Amanita muscaria are so brightly coloured it’s as if they were 
warning us that they’re poisonous! 

Just like lionfish! They have a shape and colours that definitely “warn” you that they’re poisonous! You’re such 
a show off using the Latin name!

A wide range of land and marine organisms have toxic substances they use for hunting (such as snakes and 
jellyfish) or to fend off predators (like certain mushrooms and lionfish). 
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Argh, I feel all itchy! When I see pine processionary caterpillars all in a line I get the feeling I’m covered in 
stinging hairs! 

Luckily this procession of spiny lobsters doesn’t sting! I thought this only happened in really deep waters,
obviously not!

Some organisms, such as the pine processionary caterpillar and the Caribbean spiny lobster Panulirus argus 
move around in chains. In the case of the caterpillars, they move in search of a place to metamorphose, whilst 
spiny lobsters do so in search of refuge from storms.
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What an amazing termite mound! I don’t know any marine animals that form societies like these!

I didn’t think they existed... but they do. I’ve found these crustaceans that live inside sponges and form societies.
They also have a division of labour and even a queen! By the way, don’t forget, tomorrow I’m heading south.

Some insects and crustaceans live in societies, where the individuals are differentiated from each other by their 
morphological characteristics and the tasks they perform within the group. The breeding individuals (queens) 
tend to be large, whilst the sterile individuals (soldiers and workers) are smaller.  
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I heard a noise, kind of a “tap, tap”. So, I took a closer look and it was a pair of wild goats fighting over a herd 
of females. What a beating they were giving each other! 

Well, that’s nothing compared to the battles between male elephant seals. They hurt each other so badly that 
they can even end up dying once the fight is over!

In different species that are sexually dimorphic, the males usually fight each other to increase their chances
of mating. This is the case of most hoofed animals, like wild goats, and most pinnipeds, such as elephant seals.
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Ostriches! What incredible birds they are... They can run so fast. Just imagine what an ostrich would look like
if it could fly!

What a silly idea! There are other birds that can’t fly, like penguins. Mind you, they might not be able to fly 
but these Adelie penguins are amazing swimmers!

Flightless birds are those that have lost the ability to fly through different evolutionary processes. Ostriches use 
their wings to stabilise themselves when running. Penguins use theirs to swim really fast.
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Did you know that in Spanish armadillo means “little armoured one”? Well, they couldn’t have a better name! 
It looks like they’re wearing plates of armour!

Amazing! Just like some fish that look as though they’re armoured, with huge visible scales. 

Some organisms have scales or plates made of protein or bone, which they use to protect themselves 
from predators. 
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A lion! A lion! A male lion relaxing in the shade! Incredible! Using the binoculars I can even see his whiskers!  
They look just like cat’s whiskers. Here kitty-cat!

Don’t be stupid! Don’t let that lion get a whiff of you. Whiskers, maybe not... but in the sea there are loads 
of fish that have “barbels”.

Whiskers are sensory organs that most mammals use for their sense of touch. Some fish have whisker-like 
barbels, which are specialised sensory structures for touch and taste. 
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Wow, Anna, I really didn’t expect to see rhinoceros! The little birds that spend all day on their backs eating the 
parasites are amazing.

What I think is amazing are the little wrasses that clean the mouths of moray eels... I wouldn’t dare get 
so close to a mouth like that! Yuk!

On the African savannah, birds called oxpeckers feed on the parasites of large mammals. Similarly, cleaner fish 
feed on the parasites and food remains of other fish. These are examples of mutualism, where the interaction 
between the two species is mutually beneficial although each organism can survive without the other.
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Hahahaha! The lion’s relaxing... and the lionesses are out hunting. Poor buffalo, the pride of lionesses coordinates 
so well! By the way, there are hundreds of bees here flying like mad among the flowers!

Uff... I’m recovering after watching sharks attacking a shoal of fish. There are animals here too that pollinate the 
flowers of marine plants. I bet you didn’t know that.

Pollinators are organisms that play a vital role in the transport of pollen to the female reproductive organs of a plant. 
In ecosystems on land, insects, mammals and birds play this role. Recently it has been discovered that there are 
crustaceans that play this role in seagrass meadows. 
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Today is my lucky day. A cheetah hunting a gazelle! This one is hunting alone by the looks of it. What are you up to?

I’m swimming... Wait! (...EEK!...) A great white shark has just thrown a sea lion out of the water!

Large carnivores are found at the highest levels of trophic webs and food chains. Cheetahs on land and sharks 
in the sea are representative of this group of consumers called apex predators.
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Incredible! I’m watching a herd of elephants, they are huge!

We’ve just caught a glimpse of a blue whale from the ship! We’re going to get closer and I’ll go for a dive and 
try and swim next to it. I bet my whale is bigger than your elephant!

Some marine mammals (such as cetaceans) and land mammals (like elephants) can grow to be enormous. It is 
believed that their large size benefits them when facing attacks from predators, for accumulating large amounts 
of reserves and for making long migrations. 
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Anna, shhhh, whisper, otherwise we’ll disturb the chimpanzee... It’s using a twig to catch ants and then eat them...

I’ve just seen some sea otters using stones to crush sea urchins and eat them. I think I’ll copy them, sea 
urchins are delicious!

The use of tools isn’t uncommon in the animal world. Some animals use them to obtain food, clean themselves, protect 
themselves, build refuges and even for fun. Chimpanzees and other primates use sticks to fish for ants and termites. 
Sea otters use stones to break the shells of molluscs and crustaceans.
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Awesome! These trees are so tall! The light here is beautiful!

You think that’s amazing. I think kelp can grow more than your trees... These forests are so tall. I’ll send you 
a backlit photo they took of me, just to make you jealous! 

Plants on land and in the sea, and algae all grow in search of light. This means that the different individuals 
extend towards the well-lit areas or layers, sometimes growing very long and tall, as is the case of some 
trees and algae.
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Vultures are huge. I can’t believe that such enormous birds only feed on carrion.

There are remains of dead animals here, full of scavengers but most of them are very small.

Scavengers are organisms that feed on dead animals. They play a vital role in the ecosystems as they facilitate 
the decomposition of organic matter and reduce the spread of disease. 
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I’m heading towards north Africa now. And I can see... actually, try and guess. What looks like a really long barcode?

That’s easy! You’re in Africa and something with stripes... You can see a herd of zebras! Ha! But I’ll bet you
 whatever you like that the group of animals I can see from the plane migrates further than your zebras do.

Migration is the seasonal movement of some populations of animals that travel long distances in search of areas 
where there is more food or to breeding grounds with better living conditions for their young.
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I survived a sand storm in the desert today. Luckily I had enough time to reach the oasis I was heading to...

I had a scare too. I was in some really turbid water, it was like a sediment storm and I could barely see! You 
know, in these deserted depths there are also oases... But they’re more of an animal oasis!

Sand storms are a weather phenomenon by which strong winds displace and maintain large amounts of sand 
and dust in suspension. The nepheloid zone is a layer of water, close to the ocean floor, that contains a significant 
amount of suspended sediment. Oases are places where there are freshwater springs and where life is concentrated 
in deserts. On the abyssal plain, resources are very scarce. Occasionally a whale carcass precipitates to the ocean 
floor (known as a whale fall ), providing food for numerous organisms for years and creating a type of oasis.
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I’ve stopped to take a look at some lizards but I made them angry by mistake. You can imagine what happened, can’t 

you? Eeek, I think I’m seeing things. The sand is making little mountains, just like a huge wavy potato chip.

Iñaki, those waves are called ripple marks and they occur in the water too.  Honestly, don’t you remember our 
biogeo teacher explaining about them? Poor lizards! In the sea there are animals that can regenerate their entire 
body from just a broken arm. 

Regeneration is a biological process by which organisms repair and restore damaged or lost tissue. Regeneration
includes any healing process, from scab formation to regrowth of lost extremities.
Ripples are sediment structures caused by the action of water on coastal sand banks or of the wind in deserts.
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Wow! I thought a twig was moving but it was actually a stick insect! It’s almost impossible to distinguish them from 

the branches. Just as well it moved! 

I was taking a closer look at a gorgonian and I got a real surprise!

In marine and land ecosystems, some organisms have adopted camouflage strategies thanks to which their 
bodies adopt colours or shapes that confuse them with their surroundings. This way they go undetected by their 
predators or their prey. Stick insects and some seahorses have cryptic colouring.
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I’ve always loved sunflowers. Although I can never tell if they turn towards the Sun or away from it.

I think it makes more sense that they turned towards the Sun. Here underwater the same sort of thing happens. 
I have a conundrum for you... Why do tropical corals grow towards the light if they are animals?

Heliotropism is the daily motion of some plants to maximise their exposure to the Sun (they move from east to west, 
following the Sun’s path). Similarly, corals with symbiotic algae grow and adopt shapes that maximise their light 
exposure, necessary for the algae and therefore also for the coral. 
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I’m not sure but I think I can see some grey herons resting among the branches of a tree. Do you know how to 
recognise them?

Of course! Take a photo and I’ll have a look later... I can’t stop looking at these fish that swim in and around 
the branches of the corals. It’s a perfect hiding place for them!

Branching organisms, like trees and corals, create complex three-dimensional structures that are used as a refuge 
by many organisms. 
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When I was little, I used to pretend that oak galls were watermelons for the wood fairies... By the way, my sister 
showed me those “hairs” that leaves have under the microscope, it was amazing! What are they called? 
Something beginning with T...

I haven’t a clue! Are you sure you don’t mean P for polyps? You win... message me later, OK? By the way, I didn’t 
think I’d find galls here but I have!

Galls are abnormal outgrowths on plant tissue caused by parasites or bacteria. In the sea, crustaceans can produce 
similar structures on corals and gorgonians. Trichomes are hair-like structures found on the surface of plants. They have 
a very wide range of functions. Surprisingly, some specialise in maintaining humidity, like those found on some 
Mediterranean plants. They are very similar in shape to the polyps of corals.
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I wonder what animals eat algae and sea plants.

Easy! My turn... It starts with an M and it grazes in shallow waters.

Herbivores or primary consumers feed on organisms that ecologists call primary producers. Primary consumers 
can be found in all ecosystems. Although most are very large, like manatees and dugongs, in the sea most herbivores 
are minute invertebrates. 
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Hahahaha! A toad inflating itself like a ball! That gave me a real fright!

Ha! I bet you thought I wouldn’t find anything like that here. I couldn’t resist annoying a puffer fish... It really 
puffed itself up, poor thing!

Some organisms fill themselves with water, such as puffer fish, or air, like some toad species, as a defence 
mechanism. This strategy makes them suddenly much larger, helping to deter predators. 
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Baobabs are so incredible! Their trunks are so straight!

I’ve never seen one in real life, a baobab that is, but there are soft corals down here that remind me of them... 
Although, I’m not sure if they remind me of a baobab or a piece of broccoli!

In marine ecosystems, sessile animals tend to adopt branching forms similar to those of plants on land. The branches 
increase their surface area exposed to the currents, increasing feeding possibilities in the sea or in the case of plant 
organisms, the area exposed to light. 
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It looks as though they’re cleaning up this part of the forest. I’ve just seen the stump of a tree that must have been 
about 40 years old, if I counted right. And lots of the surrounding fir trees are growing because they have soft leaf tips.

Wow! Do you realise that you could say the same about corals? And what’s even more amazing is that 
they’re animals!

Growth rings are concentric bands that develop in a tree trunk and in the skeletons of some corals as they grow. 
In both plants on land and colonial sessile animals (in other words, those living attached to the substrate, which
don’t move) in the sea, the growth zone can be seen at the tips or apical part of the branches of trees and colonies. 
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I think I’ll volunteer for the Hottentot-fig clean-up campaign. I was just watching a caterpillar eating the sap 
of a spurge and it’s incredible how the Hottentot-fig plants are taking over!

You’d be horrified if you could see how much some of the Mediterranean sea floors have been invaded... I don’t know 
how we can stop invasive algae from taking over. Your caterpillar must be copying the nudibranchs that “steal toxins”!

An invasive species is one that is not native to a specific zone and which tends to expand easily and, as a result, 
negatively affect the biodiversity of the colonised area.
Some organisms defend themselves from predators by storing toxic substances or stinging structures obtained 
through their diet. This is the case of some worms that acquire toxins from spurges or nudibranchs that 
accumulate cnidocytes from hydrozoans.
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It’s getting dark Anna. I’m signing off for the day... Look! Bats! I always thought they were blind and hunted using their 
natural sonar... but apparently, although they do hunt using sonar, they aren’t blind!

OK, Iñaki! It’s still daytime here. I’m going to go for one last dive, there are some dolphins swimming near the coast.

Animals that use echolocation emit sounds into the environment and listen to the echoes that reflect off nearby 
objects. These animals use echolocation to orient themselves and catch their prey. 
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It’s amazing flying over a snowy mountain range and thinking that some of these mountains are volcanoes...

I’m mapping the sea floor. In this area of the ridge there are also volcanoes... but they’re underwater.

Volcanoes and mountain ranges are geological structures found in emerged and submerged zones of lithospheric 
plates. They usually form between different plates. 



55

One, two... three! Water’s spurting out of a geyser! And I’ve just seen gas coming out of vents, straight from cracks 
in the ground.

We’ve dived down to 4500 m... I can see what looks like black smoke coming out of some underwater 
hydrothermal vents. I’m signing off, I’ll tell you all about it later.

In volcanically active zones, on land and at sea, there are examples of small scale volcanism. On land there are 
geysers, violent discharges of water and steam that erupt periodically. In the sea, underwater vents are cracks 
in the sea floor from which hot water with high concentrations of minerals flow.



56

Wow! That was a spectacular avalanche! I’m glad I wasn’t at the bottom! I’m going to take a look around these 
mountains, I think I saw a hypersaline lake.

Iñaki, I can’t believe it... I’ve just seen an underwater avalanche... I’m really glad I wasn’t further down too! 
I was on my way to have a look at what appears to be a lake within the sea.

Avalanches are accumulations of snow that move downhill at great speed. In underwater environments, unstable 
sediment deposits can precipitate downhill in slope zones or underwater canyons. 
Hypersaline lakes are bodies of water on land with concentrations of salt that are greater than the sea’s salinity. On ocean 
floors there are marine lakes, which are accumulations of brine with a salinity between 3 and 8 times greater than the 
surrounding seawater.



57

Wow! A flying squirrel. I was able to see exactly how it glides.

You’re not going to believe it but today I swam with flying fish. They were escaping from another fish that 
wanted to eat them!

Flying squirrels can cover distances of up to 90 m using their patagium, a parachute-like membrane that connects 
their extremities. Flying fish propel themselves out of the water and glide across the surface thanks to their 
highly-developed pectoral fins.



58

What a great view of the wild geese from up here. They have amazingly majestic wings. It reminds me of that brilliant 
film... What was it called?

Well, fish are just a majestic as birds. They should make a film called Finned Migration. What do you think?

Wings are the upper extremities of some birds, mammals and insects, which they use to fly. Fins are extremities on 
fish and marine mammals, which they use to propel themselves and move through the water. 



59

I’ve got you now. No way do lettuces grow in the sea. Right?

No? Haven’t you ever seen a sea lettuce? Oh OK, they are in fact an alga and quite a bit smaller than lettuces... 
but they look really similar.

The shape of a lettuce is very similar to a species of coastal algae with wide green leaves. This species of alga Ulva lactuca, 
which refers to its lettuce-like appearance, prefers nutrient-rich zones and can usually be found in abundance in environments 
where eutrophication has occurred, in other words, areas contaminated by a surplus of nutrients.  



60

The distances here are enormous Anna! I’m travelling by 4x4... Wow, I just saw a prairie dog coming out of its den. I’m 
going to take a closer look to see if I can see some more...

Iñaki, I’m in the JAGO, 342 m underwater! I can see dens on the muddy sea floor... Wait! Crustaceans are coming 
out of them!

In marine and land ecosystems a wide variety of organisms dig dens and tunnels in the substrate to create spaces that 
serve as a permanent or temporary refuge. Some animals that live in dens are territorial and defend the surrounding 
area. This is the case of prairie dogs and langoustines.



61

It’s really easy to see the zonation of the mountain from the plane. As the altitude increases the vegetation completely 
changes! Also, I can see how the clouds are in layers, as if there were layers of air that are invisibly different.

Aren’t you the great observer today! Here the communities of organisms completely change the deeper we go. In shallower 
waters there are lots of algae but further down there are only animals... Actually, I think I went through a thick thermocline 
today. Apart from not being able to see a thing, the water went from being hot to suddenly cold, whilst I was diving!

Zonation is the distribution of certain groups of organisms and biological communities according to the specific environmental 
conditions. In the atmosphere and in the oceans, the air and water, respectively, create different layers according 
to their physical-chemical characteristics (which determine their density).



62

Wow! A pair of coyotes, I thought I’d never get to see one... I think they form stable pairs, is that right?

Yes, I think so... Just like penguins that mate for life!

Monogamy is the relationship between two adult individuals that mate for life and share their territory, the search for 
food and rearing their young. This strategy is widely extended among birds but also among roughly 5 % of mammals.



63

Hellooooooo! No matter how loudly I shout, no one can hear me over the noise of the water. Waterfalls are amazing
 to watch!

We’re looking for a place on the sea floor where the water plummets down, just like a waterfall. 

Waterfalls are formed in places where bodies of water in movement flow over a cliff edge. Similarly, ocean currents 
along the coast flow to deeper zones when they encounter the slope change of an underwater canyon. In the open sea, 
underwater waterfalls form due to sudden changes in the density of the upper layers of water. 



64

A bear with its cubs... Lucky it didn’t see me! They are so furry!

Well, I think maybe sea lions are furrier... The cubs are so cute.

The coat is a layer of skin that most land mammals have and which protects and insulates them from the environment. 
Some marine mammals, such as polar bears and pinnipeds also have insulating fur.



65

What an autumnal landscape... The ground is a carpet of fallen leaves!

A lot of people think it’s dirt but this stuff on the beach is fallen leaves from marine plants... which also 
eventually decompose.

Dead plant material accumulates (for example, leaf litter) in both land and marine environments. These accumulations 
of matter result from the seasonal biorhythms of plants that shed their leaves during periods of less light 
or extreme drought. 



66

What an enormous canyon! You can only appreciate its size from the plane. What a spectacular view!

I’m going to see if I can find some cold-water corals on the walls of this underwater canyon. Wish me luck.

Canyons are large depressions surrounded by cliffs, resulting from the erosive activity of water in movement, 
the wind or tectonic processes. 



67

What a fright! A whole load of bats flying out of a cave. I suppose it’s that time, when they wake up and go out for a bite 
to eat. Or do you think a vampire will suddenly appear?

Don’t be silly! Wow! I forgot that some crustaceans live inside underwater caves! They’re coming out now as well, I 
suppose to search for food.

Many marine and land organisms make what are known as nychthemeral or daily migrations. Caves on land or 
in the sea are a refuge during the day for different organisms. Bats and some marine crustaceans, such as mysids, 
abandon their caves at nightfall to feed and return to them at dawn.



68

Aaahhh! How cute, a fox nuzzling its cubs. I wish you could see them, you’d love it! Remember I’m flying this 
afternoon, so you won’t be able to contact me for a good few hours.

No, I hadn’t forgotten...  And don’t you worry... I saw a sperm whale today with its calf... it was amazing... So there!

Many land and marine animals care for their young during the initial stages of their lives. This is called parental care. 
This strategy increases the survival rate of a species, although it also represents an investment in energy by the parents.



69

Now this you won’t find... A parrot’s beak!

You don’t think?! Just you wait ‘til you see these photos!

Birds’ beaks are rigid anatomical structures that vary greatly in shape. They use them to eat, manipulate objects 
and to feed their young. The jaws of parrot fish have a very similar shape to that of a parrot’s beak and they use it 
to scrape, sift through the sediment and bite coral. 



70

I just heard a sound I didn’t recognise until I saw where it was coming from. It was a howler monkey! I’d never heard one 
before. I wonder what it was saying. Maybe it was telling the others about me!

We’ve just seen a humpback whale jumping and now we’re recording it singing underwater.

Many marine and land animals communicate by vocalising. These sounds transmit very different messages, such 
as calling to find a mate, marking of territory or warning of the presence of food or predators. 



71

A monkey walking along a branch... Mind you, it looked more as though it was walking on the ground. The branch is 
completely covered with other plants living on it! I can only try and picture it.

Here you have to look closer but there are loads of organisms that live on top of each other. Most of the ones living 
on marine plants are actually animals, although you wouldn’t think they were... All these animals that look just like 
plants, it’s fascinating.

Epiphyte organisms are those that grow on the surface of plants. Epibionts are those that live on other organisms but 
not permanently. In land ecosystems, many organisms find refuge living in the trees to avoid predators. In the sea, 
substrates used by different animals are formed by sessile animals as well as marine plants.



72

I’m analysing some satellite images of the latest hurricanes to affect America and there have been loads! There are some 
amazing images of rivers and their mouths too.

I’ve been looking at current meter data and at pictures of a huge eddy... I wonder why eddies aren’t given names. 
By the way, it’s incredible how you can see ocean currents from a certain height. They look like a Van Gogh painting.

Hurricanes and cyclones are large storms that form in intertropical zones, in warm ocean waters. When ocean currents 
meet islands or bodies of water with different densities, they form large bodies of water that move in a circular direction, 
called eddies or gyres.
Ocean currents are, like rivers, large bodies of water in motion, characterised by their physical-chemical conditions, 
which are very different from those of the bodies of water surrounding them. 



73

Wow! A palm tree with spines? What does it need them for? I was actually on my way to take a look at a really cool 
carnivorous plant. I’ll send you a photo.

Hmmm... I suppose they have them so that herbivores don’t eat them. Don’t you think? At these depths there are 
hundreds of sponges with spicules... Just the thought of touching one makes my hand feel sore! I’m moving the ROV 
towards a hydrozoan that has a really strange shape.

Diverse organisms have spiny, hard and rigid structures that they use as a defence mechanism. These structures 
are very common in plants but also in marine invertebrates such as sponges or black corals. 
Drosera is a genus of carnivorous plants that capture small insects using drops of a sticky liquid. Some hydrozoans 
(animals) have a very similar morphology to that of these carnivorous plants, which they use to catch their prey.



74

Guess where I am? I’ll give you a clue... It’s the land of Lonesome George.

Easy! Galapagos. Well, I’ve been swimming with some marine iguanas. Amazing, they look like dragons from 
a fairy tale!

Iguanas and sea turtles are organisms, with land ancestors, that have gradually acquired the ability to live in 
semi-aquatic and aquatic conditions, respectively. 



75

Snails, yes... but I bet you a couple of cinema tickets that you won’t find slugs in the sea!

When are you taking me? Don’t you remember that leopard sea slug we saw one day on the Costa Brava? 
There are loads of different coloured sea slugs!

Gastropods are types of molluscs, which include sea slugs, nudibranchs and sea and land snails. Gastropods are found 
in very diverse habitats but two thirds of known species live in the marine environment. 



76

I’ve been looking at a lump of fertile soil through a magnifying glass because I saw a really long worm and I’ve discovered 
a whole load of animals living among the bits of soil and plant remains.

You’ve given me a great idea, I’ll just grab a sediment corer, let’s see what I can find in the sample!

Organisms, mainly invertebrates, can be found in marine and land sediments. They form what is known as the infauna. 
The infauna plays a vital role in the oxygenation of sediments and the decomposition of organic matter. 



77

A babirusa! What incredible curved tusks it’s got... I wouldn’t want to get on the wrong side of him...

Tusks you say... If only you could see these walruses’ tusks, you’d freak out! They even use them to break ice!

Some mammals have modified canines that protrude from their mouths. In the case of walruses and babirusas, 
the tusks grow throughout their lives and they use them for fighting, attracting mates and for digging. 



78

Wow! A frog with its young in its mouth! I can’t believe how calm it was sitting in my hand.

I was exploring among some rocks and I caught some fish red-handed... One of them was carrying a whole load 
of eggs in its mouth! I must admit, initially I thought it was eating them.

Some species of amphibians and fish have adopted the strategy of maturing their eggs in the mouths of the adults. 
This is known as mouthbrooding.



79

These birds are wicked! I don’t think there’s an artist in the world able to create anything as beautiful as these nests. 
They’re amazingly decorated!

You don’t think... Well, you’re gonna be amazed by the video I’ve got from today. It’s a sort of nest that looks like
the work of a sculptor, which this tiny fish created. 

To attract a mate, the males of some species build very complex and sometimes colourful structures. 
This is the case of some birds of paradise and male pufferfish, which build structures of sand that have very
complex geometrical patterns. 



80

Kangaroos! You should see them Anna, I could even see the head of a baby poking out of the marsupium!

Wow, you got lucky! I’m not sure if I can match that but I have seen a male seahorse with its babies... coming 
out of its stomach! So cute!

Some organisms, including marsupials, seahorses and various species of crustaceans, have abdominal pouches 
where their young develop. In most organisms this pouch is found on the female but in the case of seahorses it 
is found on the male.



81

Aaagghhh! I’m in the middle of a cloud of locusts! What a disgusting plague!

You’ll never believe what happened to me today... I ended up in a sea of jellyfish and they were dangerous ones too! It was 
like something out of a horror film. When I got to shore I found the beach covered in jellyfish washed up by the waves!

Under specific environmental conditions some species can proliferate rapidly and reach very high densities of organisms. 
When aggregations of these species are harmful to human activities they are considered plagues.



82

I’ve just seen such a cute puppy, I was playing with it and afterwards I noticed it was scratching loads. It must be 
full of parasites! I hope I haven’t got any on me!

I’ve been looking and photographing some beautiful brown meagre. Hey, when I zoom in on the photo I can see 
crustaceans stuck to them. 

Parasitism is the relationship between two species by which one of them, the parasite, feeds on the other organism, the 
host, and by doing so causes it harm. Parasites don’t usually kill the host, they are highly specialised and are smaller. 



83

Oh! The pup must belong to the farmhouse I just came across. A whole load of chicks followed by chickens and 
cockerels came out to greet me. Who would have thought that a tiny yellow chick could eventually grow to be a 
colourful cockerel  with a comb and a wattle?

Don’t think the same doesn’t happen here. I was just looking at some Atlantic Damselfish, if you didn’t know it, you’d 
think that the young were a completely different species from the adults! I bet you wouldn’t have recognised them.

Most organisms, at birth, are morphologically different from the adult individuals. Gradually and through different 
stages (such as metamorphosis) the young mature and adopt the appearance typical of the adult stage. 



84

I’ve just climbed a tree to take a look at a bird’s nest. There are two chicks inside and they are making a real racket!

Don’t get too close, you’ll frighten the parents away! So, who do you think makes nests in the sea?

Nests are structures built by different animal species for protection from the elements or to safely hold their eggs 
and young. Usually nests are built using plant material, stones and sediment.



85

The wind suddenly started blowing really hard. The grass and even the trees were bending! It was really cool because 
there were dandelion seeds flying everywhere... It was magical!

I had to hold on to the chain of a buoy that boats anchor to, there was such a strong current. Have you ever seen a sort
of glitter dust coming out of a noble pen shell? It must be the eggs.

The wind is like an ocean current. It moves sessile organisms that bend according to its intensity. 
Some species in land and marine ecosystems use the wind and ocean currents to disperse gametes, spores, 
seeds, larvae or propagules. This dispersion strategy increases the gene flow among isolated populations.



86

I know what you’re gonna say Anna. I’m pushing my luck being so brave and letting a wasp sit on my arm to watch its 
stinger, I’ll get stung in the end!

Agh! I almost didn’t notice a lesser weever that was half buried in the sand. They are really well camouflaged and 
if you’re not careful, if you touch it or tread on it... The little...! 

Some non-parasitic insects and a number of fish species defend themselves by stinging and injecting poison into 
their predators using stingers or spikes. 



87

Hey! I was just following a spider to see if I could see its web and it walked over a rock where a cricket was just finishing 
moulting! I’ve taken its old skin to show you!

I don’t intend keeping a crab’s old shell to show you! But I will bring you a picture of a sea spider!

Ecdysis or moulting is the process by which arthropods shed their exoskeleton. This process occurs when the 
arthropod grows and as it no longer fits inside its exoskeleton it must change it for a newer one. 
Due to the morphological similarities between some marine and land organisms, they often have similar names despite 
belonging to very different groups. Some crabs are called sea spiders because they look very much like land spiders.



88

I’m not surprised they have to launch rockets from remote and deserted places. Space technology is so incredibly 
cutting-edge. 

Yeah? Well, I’m not sure which is more difficult, exploring space or exploring oceans. They say that we only know 10 % of 
the oceans... By the way, I’m leaving today. See you next week and we’ll take a look at all the photos?

Abyssal plains are vast stretches of soft sediment located in the deep sea and where, like deserts, food is not readily 
available. These deep environments can only be explored using pressurised vehicles and require a technology similar 
to that used for space exploration.
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